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Premium Wealth Forecast 
December, 2018  

- Audio Transcript – 
 

Welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for December 2018 - the final length of the 
year. December. 2018 is a 14 Universal Month, so we're going to look at that number 
and the number 5. 

14 is what I call the "media" number. It governs everything to do with communication, 
the Internet, communicating through words, writing, performing, through movies, radio, 
anything - books, publication, and so it governs the way we interact with each other. 

Now, 14 is very creative. It's very movable. It introduces the unexpected. It introduces 
invention and a vibration that comes with social exploration and travel and going 
places that you haven't been before. 

So there's a surprise element to this number. And it allows you to pay attention to your 
intuitive hunches because you're so engaged, you're going to explore, you're going to 
go on adventures, you want to physically move, you want to move intellectually. You 
really get into new ideas, new ways of doing things or thinking about things, saying 
things - new languaging. 

So what you will really feel is a turning point this month. 

Now we're going to have a turning point energy in the lunations as well as you'll see in 
a moment, but 14 reduces to 5 and 5 is the middle digit between 1 and 9. 

5 sits on a rocker at the bottom. 

It faces left and faces right. It is a symbol of a pivot point. 

So you will experience surprises, restlessness, maybe even impatience. But what it all 
comes down to with this month is you want to feel free. 

You want to experience new opportunities. You want to jump in with both feet. You 
want to risk everything. 

This is a great month to move forward and just go out on a limb, even gamble. Just 
don't get impulsive, but definitely make changes in a constructive way. 

No matter what, you'll be having to make choices - decisions requiring you to act fast - 
so it's a really exciting month. Fast moving. 
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It's a great time to promote yourself, to sell something of value, to take full advantage 
of all the opportunities. This is also a number of pleasure and of exploring with your five 
senses. 

So you want to be careful... I know it's the holiday season, so don't overindulge. 
Something with the number 5... you want to try everything. It's so adventurous, it 
wants to taste and explore everything, so don't overeat or drink or indulge yourself too 
much this month. I know that's a sort of a crazy thing to say, but it's one of those 
things... you may go overboard. 

Like the number 9 the number 5 represents a new beginning of sorts - an ending and a 
new beginning. So don't hold onto old ways of thinking. 

This is the final month of the year, so it's a really good time to just release things, to not 
stay stubbornly engaged with a way of thinking or a desire or a goal that really has out-
lasted its purpose in your life. 

This is a moment of rebirth for you. You're going to experience something new, you're 
going to be adventurous, and you're going to have some lucky breaks along the way, 
so be prepared for a lot of change this month. 

So let's move on then to the two lunations now.  
 
 
New Moon in Sagittarius 
December 7, 2018 at 7:20 am UT (London) 
December 7, 2018 at 2:20 am EST (New York) 
December 6, 2018 at 11:20 pm PST (Los Angeles) 
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First is the New Moon in Sagittarius. Now, Sagittarius is about joy. It is truly the sign 
that brings exploration and an unquenchable thirst for wisdom. 

It ties in beautifully to the number 12. Sagittarius is about being a student, being a phi-
losopher, expanding your horizons and engaging in what's formerly unfamiliar, like new 
cultures and new ideas and expanding your mind, right? It's ruled by Jupiter and Jupi-
ter is the largest planet in our solar system, so it's all about big expansion. And know-
ing what the meaning of your life is, what the purpose of your life is. 

So here is an invitation to explore freedom and to take a risk. 

Sagittarians love to travel. They love to see life from different points of view and so they 
are enthusiastic by nature. They're very adaptable, very resilient, and so you are sup-
ported now to take that risk while the sun and moon are forming this gorgeous new 
moon in Sagittarius. You are supported due to being optimistic and following some-
thing that is really meaningful to you and and tuning into who you trust. 

Now, what makes this new moon even more exciting is that it is conjunct meaning right 
next to the sun and moon. And this is exciting because Jupiter rules Sagittarius. Jupiter 
is the joy planet - the expansion planet. 

It is truly the planet that epitomizes everything to do with plenty, with luck, with oppor-
tunity, with optimism. So Jupiter represents growth and tolerance, and it rules gratitude 
and honor and the law. So it broadens everything. It broadens your understanding and 
it brings unlimited possibilities. 

So with Jupiter, right next to the sun and moon, this is, as you can see a fabulous time 
for growth. 

Now the other lovely aspect with this new moon is that there is an almost exact 90 de-
grees square between Mars and Neptune and the new moon. So Mars and Neptune 
are at 13 degrees in Pisces. They are exactly both at 13 degrees, which is the divine 
feminine number of life, death transformation, and they're forming this 90 degree angle 
to the sun and moon. 

This brings tremendous compassion and it heightens your spirituality, your desire. 
Mars is desire and activation. Your desire for making things more spiritual, uplifting 
your energy in a more ethereal way, and bringing that into this new moon energy. 

Now this is the final new moon of the year on December seventh. So you want to take 
advantage of it because it sets the stage for how you're going to experience the onset 
of the new year. And the next lunation that we experience is going to be a solar eclipse 
on January fifth. So the next new moon is actually a partial solar eclipse. And it also 
happens at 15 degrees, which is the number of spiritual alchemy. 
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So we're going to have consecutive full moons at 00° and consecutive new moons, (in 
this case, a solar eclipse) at 15°. So this is very, very exciting to just look at how spiri-
tual and joyful and expansive this particular new moon is and take that to heart. 

I see it as an invitation to not only expand your life and feel joy, but also to heal. 

The healing aspect is also accentuated because Mercury is exactly trine to Chiron dur-
ing this new moon. So Chiron is at 27° Pisces and Mercury is at 27° Scorpio. 27 is the 
number of unconditional love, and these two planets coming together like this is so 
wonderful for awakening your inner warrior, your Inner Shaman, your inner healer, your 
inner spiritual consultant - everything that you brought with you from previous lifetimes 
in terms of who you were as an intuitive. This is being mined now. You're mining these 
past lives and all this wisdom you already naturally have acquired over many, many 
eons of lifetimes. 

And you're now able to awaken it at this time in human history and really take it to 
heart that this is who you are. 

This is who you're meant to be. 

This is how you're meant to help the world. 

And this is being awakened in you. This sacred warrior, this sacred intuitive healer in-
side of you is waking up... So beautiful. It's a really a gorgeous, gorgeous new moon in 
Sagittarius. 

 
 
Full Moon in Cancer 
December 22, 2018 at 5:50 pm UT (London) 
December 22, 2018 at 12:50 pm EST (New York) 
December 22, 2018 at 9:50 am EST PDT (Los Angeles) 
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Then the second lunation that we have is the Cancer Full Moon. This happens on De-
cember 22nd, the day after the winter solstice. And so it is actually quite powerful, due 
to the timing, but also due to the message. 

This Cancer full moon has the moon and sun at 00°. It's the second full moon that fol-
lows this pattern. There are five full moons in a row that will be at 00° degrees, and this 
portends a major shift in your life. 

There is nothing as powerful as being at the zero point and not having a roadmap! 

And that's what this means, right? 

You are on your own exploring from such a new perspective that is almost like you've 
entered a new galaxy or you've experienced a rebirth and you're completely refreshed 
and able to create the map of your life in the way that you feel is appropriate to you. 

So this is Soul-level transformation that's happening over these five full moons. 

This is the final lunation of 2018, which makes it even more important because it is 
bringing something to a close. 

And yet it's also a signifying new beginnings. 

There are a couple things to mention. One is that Uranus is forming a trine to the sun 
and moon. This is exciting because it's very stimulating. It's energizing, it opens up 
your inner genius. It makes very fun, following your instinct and taking a risk kind of 
experience. 

You have so many opportunities to shift and change and upgrade your life and you feel 
very inventive at this time. 

But there are a lot of insights and answers that you may have been seeking for a while 
- and you're going to get those now. Uranus trinw to the sun and sextile to the moon 
helps you to uncover in a very unexpected way, missing links that will connect all the 
dots for you. 

Since full moons in general awaken us on an emotional level you're more open now 
with Uranus to share feelings with your loved ones. These would be feelings that you 
may have not necessarily shared before or withheld for whatever reason or another. 

It's also a great time for you to release habits and old paradigms that you've known are 
not working for you anymore and replacing those with newfound wisdom and new-
found enthusiasm -- making sure you act on that wisdom. 
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Also happening during this full moon is that Venus is at 14° Scorpio trine Neptune at 
13° pisces. This is beautiful for romance. It's beautiful... this is just an amazing trine - 
the exact trine, by the way, happened the day before, so now we have it activated dur-
ing the full moon, which means it's going to affect you for at least two weeks and it 
gives your love life a new surge of positive energy flow. 

It's very sweet and tender and warm energy. It just creates a beautiful spiritual connec-
tion with you and your partner. 

And then finally we have to talk about the T-square that happens. The Sun and moon 
form a T-square to Chiron and Mars, which are both in Pisces, and so this creates a 
very dynamic energy that can create a lot of healing if you don't use it in an impulsive 
way. Because Mars is involved, it can get a little aggressive, this energy, however, Chi-
ron really spiritualizes the warrior nature of Mars. 

What's happening is you're becoming a sacred warrior. And this message actually 
resonates throughout December - the sacred warrior energy. 

So what you're learning to do is to protect your home and family while living in balance 
with the universe. And the connection with Cancer Full Moon gives you the opportunity 
to change the dynamic of being reactive or having unevolved energy and changing that 
into sacred, openhearted, inspired, healing energy. 

Chiron, and also Cancer help you to break through to the other side, to other dimen-
sions because you feel at home in Cancer you feel you feel warm, you feel loved, and 
Chiron takes you through to that other dimension. And Mars - Mars' action oriented 
approach helps you to bypass wanting to avoid transformation because Mars does go 
for it. So it's a really lovely T-square actually. 

T-squares are very, very activating. They push you to do something, to feel something, 
to get something done, not to sit around, right? I mean T-squares are important be-
cause they light a fire under you and this T-square from the sun and moon to the Mars 
/ Chiron conjunction activates the external and internal dynamics of awakening your 
sacred inner warrior even more. 

There's also a beautiful conjunction between Jupiter and Mercury in Sagittarius that 
will help you just feel really good in terms of what you talk about, what you write about, 
what you share. 

This is a gorgeous Cancer full moon. 

Like I said, the final lunation of the year. It really portends a beautiful ending to 2018, 
which has been quite tumultuous. This 11 universal year that we've been navigating 
has brought so many unexpected new paradigms that are waking us up. 
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It's not necessarily a grounding energy, but it certainly is a transformational energy and 
that is continuing with these 00° full moons of which this Cancer full moon is one of 
five. 

But what's going on now is we're taking this 11 portal and we're celebrating what's 
happened. We're celebrating with great gratitude and we're celebrating with the gift of 
wisdom, the gift of understanding that healing happens sometimes in very interesting 
ways, very unexpected ways. And tht's so that we don't get our mind too engaged in 
analyzing what's going on. The unexpectedness of the healing and of the wisdom 
comes because we have removed our mind from trying to figure out what it is that's 
happening. 

And when we do, when we remove our mind, we can actually let the healing happen on 
many different multidimensional levels. 

It's when we get too caught up in wanting to figure out, on an Earthly dimension what 
the heck is going on, that we get stuck and ego driven because we want to then con-
trol the narrative of the healing, which you can't do. 

I mean healing is like music and anything creative. It's like love. You can't really de-
scribe it. It just happens naturally and elegantly and spiritually, and has no timing to it 
and it is timeless. 

It is eternal, it is magical. It is mystical and it needs its own rhythm to assimilate and 
impact you on the cellular and even multidimensional aura level. 

So this opportunity now in this beautiful month of December, with these gorgeous lu-
nations, is our time to just trust. 

Sagittarius is about trust - Capricorn, which is the sign we enter in on the 21st of De-
cember is about taking the lead, being confident. 

So it's just one of those moments now with the number 11 universal year for us to 
really step up and own who we are and not shy away from what we've created with our 
life. This gives us the tools to move forward because we're listening, we're seeing the 
feedback of our actions. We're understanding the role that we play in everything that 
supposedly happens TO us. 

It's actually created BY us and all we have to do is live in a place of balance, integrity, 
honor, peace, joy, unconditional love, courage. 

These are the qualities we bring, this compassion that fuels our ability to just empa-
thize, understand, but also stay strong and have that inner warrior spirit where we will 
not consent to anything that takes our light to a lower level or takes our vibration to a 
lower level. 
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This is what we've come through this year is the understanding that we have the gift of 
owning that experience. We have the gift of creating the life that we want to live at 
whatever vibrational level we want to create it at. Right? So look at what's for your 
highest good. Look at every person and every situation, every plan, every project, and 
make sure it lines up with you spiritually! 

Now we're going to go into every day of December. 
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December 1 – 8 
 
Saturday, 12.1.2018 = 15/6   
Original Ideas flow easily 
Matters of Love get a refreshing surge of energy 
Take initiative regarding your financial flow 
Expansion of Abundance is favored! 
You have the Courage to Start something in a fresh new way 
Feel your HEART in all matters today 
 
Mercury Retrograde re-enters Scorpio 
Makes you want to discuss and delve into the heart of any topic. 
You are fearless in your willingness to explore – and while Mercury is still retrograde, 
that openness leads to tremendous inner awakening and awareness. 
Anything superficial will not be tolerated. 
Your way of speaking and writing is more passionate now. 
Your ideas become more instinctive, as you connect profoundly to your choice of 
words and the thoughts behind them. 
 
 
 
Sunday, 12.2.2018 = 16/7  
Day of Rest and Rejuvenation – perfect for Sunday! 
Love, Relationships, forgiveness, harmony, intimacy and balance. 
You receive intuitive downloads that bring serenity and peace 
A great day for research, reading and learning 
Be patient and take things slowly… 
 
Chiron (in Pisces) trine North Node (in Cancer) at 27° 
This trine is so exciting as it beckons your INNER SHAMAN to awaken! 
Your abilities as a healer are reinforced and made visible now. 
A quest to find your purpose – and ignite your future visions – is now greatly 
encouraged. 
Explore healing rituals, download healing modalities, alternative and holistic medicine, 
trust in your abilities as a Divine Magician, generate a therapeutic awakening. 
Find your divine mission – one that includes the positive impact you have to heal, 
nurture and inspire others. 
The North Node points to your FUTURE – your mission in this lifetime! 
 
Sun (in Sagittarius) square Mars (in Pisces) at 10° 
You are energized, stimulated to act. 
Joy and the sacred warrior spirit are manifested and are seeking an outlet. 
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Creativity is at a high. 
Guard against impulsiveness, overheated passion, argumentativeness and aggressive, 
reactive behavior. 
 
Venus enters Scorpio 
Venus governs relationships and your finances. Now that Venus is direct again and 
moving back into Scorpio, your love life and abundance manifestation gifts are 
deepened and taken to a passionate level. 
Profound intimacy and affection that are deeply meaningful are now present in your 
life. 
Any hidden agendas in a relationship will be brought into the light. Power struggles will 
need to be brought into balance. 
Venus in Scorpio deepens your relationship bonds and strengthens your conscious 
connection to the flow of wealth and prosperity. 
 
 
 
 
Monday, 12.3.2018 = 17/8   
Using your imagination to manifest brings great results. 
Creativity and Courage are fired up together for ultimate leadership. 
What you express today leaves behind a lasting legacy. 
Share, communicate, spend time with others and do so from a place of responsibility 
and confidence. 
Financial flow is heightened when you tune into what makes you truly happy. 
 
Moon conjunct Venus opposite Uranus 
You feel loving, affectionate, social. 
Emotional breakthroughs – especially in relationships and financial matters – are 
favored today. 
You may resort to making an unexpected purchase, or navigate unexplored territories 
in your conversations with others today. 
A wonderful day to manifest abundance! 
 
 
 
Tuesday, 12.4.2018 = 18/9  
Manifestation that leads to a culmination. 
Endings bring stability. 
You need extra rest and time at home. 
Dreams bring clarity and a new plan. 
You are laying a foundation based on unconditional love. 
Practical wisdom is the path to peace. 
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GRAND TRINE: Mercury (stationing) trine Chiron in Pisces trine North Node in 
Cancer all at 27° - through December 9 
You are stepping up as a healer now. All your past lives as an intuitive, lover of 
wisdom, spiritual advisor are coming together now to inspire you to step up and 
activate your Divine mission.  
 
This month is blessed with a powerful surge of spiritual, creative courage! 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday, 12.5.2018  = 19/10/1  
Fast-paced energy, lots of movement 
Big and small decisions to make that point to a new direction 
Be very flexible, open and adventurous 
Freedom and Originality are the main focal point today. 
Create something unusual – be curious and explore all your options. 
You feel sensual and ready to tackle new projects with great enthusiasm. 
The Prince of Heaven Number 19 shines the Light, making everything visible. 
 
Sun square Neptune at 13° 
You are more impressionable now and need to take a time-out from working too hard. 
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.  
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you may get out of sync, 
feel energetically depleted and disillusioned. Instead tune into your ethereal side.  
Listen to beautiful music, surround yourself with exquisite beauty and nurture your 
Soul. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thursday, 12.6.2018  = 20/2 
Compassion and Cooperation. 
You are more sensitive, artistic. 
A gorgeous day of love, romance and nurturing – sharing your heart. 
Communicate with kindness. 
Abundance is activated when you listen to your intuition. 
You are being of service to another. 
Today favors financial transactions and financial growth. 
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Mercury stations Direct at 27° Scorpio 
Mercury is at a standstill today – a powerful time for any planet.  
At 27° in Scorpio, love and wisdom are infusing your communication.  
Passionate communication is enhanced as is delving into secrets or the unseen and 
making it visible.  
Sharing what you feel deeply about is favored now. 
 
 
 
Friday, 12.7.2018  = 21/3 
Today’s energy is a blend of Enthusiasm and Introspection. 
Your spiritual connection to Source reveals a Truth that sets you free. 
Your psychic powers are greatly enhanced. 
Creativity is profound, especially if you also take time to listen and rest. 
Take time for your self, and time to be social. 
 
New Moon in Sagittarius at 15° 
Sun/Moon conjunct at 15° Sagittarius! Very joyful and expansive activation. 
15 – Spiritual Alchemist, Uplifting through Service to Others and Love 
 
Broaden your consciousness, expand your horizons 
Open your mind to new ways and ideas. 
Observe yourself and others closely – there is wisdom in watching and learning. 
 
Hugely powerful New Moon due to: 

• Neptune/Mars conjunction at 13° in Pisces 
When Mars activates Neptune you feel a spiritualization of energy infusing your body, 
mind and soul. 
Your drive to go deeper into your intuition is magnified! 
Intellectual perception and receptivity are expanded now. 
Guard against acting impulsively or before you have all the info/intel. wanting 
something without doing anything for it – a misuse of energy, feeling inferior, 
moodiness and focusing on disappointments. 
This New Moon opens up new doors, a new perspective on your life! 
 

• Sun/Moon (New Moon) Square Mars/Neptune 
This is a powerful activation of your Divine nature. Listen, meditate and act. 
If you are not in a place of peace and feel aggressive, pull back, rest and breathe. 
When out of alignment you may feel unstable, nervous, not integrity and prone to 
believe illusions.  
Instead tune into your enhanced vivid imagination! 
Use the enthusiasm to make profound mystical insights. 
Your capacity for empathy and compassion – service to others instead of service to 
self – are expanded. 
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Saturday, 12.8.2018  = 22/4 
The 4 and 8 code of Destiny and Fate is activated today. 
Wonderful for Manifestation and getting organized. 
Discipline, Leadership, Practicality are all favored. 
There is a serenity to the day which gives you confidence. 
Plan and act for great results. 
 
Moon trine Uranus 
You are inclined towards change and making new plans. 
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs. 
Act on your instinct. 
Be open to unusual experiences. 
A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial flow. 

 

 
December 9 – 16 

 
 
Sunday, 12.9.2018  = 23/5 
After yesterday’s stable energy, today is more changeable with lots of shifts and 
surprises.  
Something is completing for you while decisions are being made. 
Release old energy patterns and thoughts – be open to take a risk. 
Unexpected shifts bring healing and open up your heart to receive unconditional love. 
 
Mercury in Scorpio trine Chiron in Pisces 
Powerful healing can be activated now.  
You can recall and communicate with tremendous healing power.  
Reading about ancient wisdom, learning a healing modality, listening to your intuition 
and sharing what your discoveries in written or verbal form are greatly favored.  
Your ability to counsel and nurture others with love and wisdom is exponential.  
Your life as a healer is made visible to the world. 
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Monday, 12.10.2018  = 15/6 
Monday brings wonderful new beginnings and great opportunities to create abundance! 
New goals, new projects allow you to share what’s infusing your heart with happiness. 
Family and loved ones are important today. 
Nurture yourself… take the wonderful momentum of the day to give you courage to 
tackle something new. Love deeply. 
 
Moon sextile Chiron 
A beautiful day for emotional healing. 
Love and emotional connections with others is heightened both the stars and numbers 
code today. 
This is a wonderful abundance day.  
 
 
 
 
Tuesday, 12.11.2018  = 16/7 
The 11 portal opens into spirituality and surprises today! 
Step through the gateway into your Divinity. 
Psychic Awakening is greatly enhanced. 
Intuitive Downloads are accessed easily, so listen for them. 
You need extra rest today, so spend some time alone in peace and quiet. 
Also connect one-on-one for a deeply inspiring conversation. 
 
Moon sextile Jupiter 
There is a balance of Joy, love and wisdom. You feel happy! 
A day of gratitude and gifts. 
Also favorable for negotiations. 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday, 12.12.2018  = 17/8 
Self expression and creativity bring you tremendous confidence today. 
What you focus on with passion and imagination leaves a lasting legacy for you. 
Courage is magnified today. 
This is your time to shine and to lead. 
Have fun and believe in yourself! 
A great day to manifest abundance. 
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Mercury re-enters Sagittarius 
Your thoughts and ideas focus on a search for wisdom, knowledge and your 
unquenching thirst for happiness.  
You want to communicate your ideas about what life means to you, what makes you 
optimistic, what your visions for the future are and in general feel more enthusiastic. 
 
 
 
 
Thursday, 12.13.2018  = 18/9 
Unexpected events uncover an emotional block that can now be released. 
Get extra rest today so you are open to listening to your intuition. 
Much can be transformed today. 
Your inner genius wants to speak and be heard. 
Love and compassion inspire you to manifest from the heart. 
 
The Moon enters Pisces and squares Mercury 
Your mind merges with your feelings. 
You may feel nervous unsettled at times. 
This is a day of readjustment. 
 
 
 
 
Friday, 12.14.2018  = 19/10/1 
You feel free to communicate with vigor and freshness. 
Surprises may lead to a turn of events. 
Independence of thought is magnified. 
Tune into your inventive nature and follow new leads. 
 
The Moon squares Jupiter 
Your emotions expand. 
Consciously focus on positive outcomes so you don’t feel listless. 
A balance of wisdom and love activates abundance today. 
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Saturday, 12.15.2018  = 20/2 
Spiritual Alchemy merges with peace and diplomacy. 
This is a beautiful day for love and romance! 
Focus on family and finances. 
Communicate one-on-one about what truly moves you. 
Love and be loved. 
This is a wonderful wealth manifestation day. 
 
Moon square Sun  
Your mood is more changeable today. 
Take time to breathe and get space. 
Action is required. 
Make an effort to listen to both your heart and mind. 
Get extra rest. 
 
 
 
 
Sunday 12.16.2018  = 21/3 
Take time to both socialize and spend time on your own. 
Engage with Spirit and your imagination. 
You feel your higher power and are listening intently. 
You are receiving surprising messages. 
The Truth appears as intuitive insights and sets you free. 
 
Venus in Scorpio sextile Saturn in Capricorn 
You feel a sense of duty and responsibility. 
Your need for companionship goes up, as you value loving another and being loved 
who is serious about you. 
You are practical in how you approach growing your finances. 
A step by step approach to romance and abundance reaps results. 
You understand your own worth and the worth of people and objects. 
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December 17 – 23 
 
 
 
Monday 12.17.2018  = 22/4 
The Immortality Number 17 merges with the Architect of Peace number 22 today. 
By planning ahead with confidence you gain serenity and peace of mind. 
Implement and strategize today. 
Work hard and step into leadership. 
The 4 and 8 code of destiny and fate is active today. 
You feel confident and grounded. 
 
Mars in Pisces sextiles Pluto in Capricorn 
You demonstrate extraordinary energy and achieve great success today. 
Your ability to work today enhances your career in a big way. 
You have energy to spare. 
You have the endurance to direct your passion towards a goal. 
Determination to succeed. 
You feel sensual and sexual. 
 
  
 
Tuesday 12.18.2018  = 23/5 
Love and let go, rest and move. 
Paradox of relaxation and risk, freedom and unconditional love. 
Releasing bygones magnifies your courage. 
23 is the Royal Star of the Lion number, instilling in you the confidence to thrive. 
Feel free to take risks and embrace the unexpected. 
 
Moon conjuncts Uranus 
A focus on the unexpected today opens doors for an awakening. 
You experience emotional breakthroughs. 
You feel emotionally excited. 
Ambition is heightened. 
You may have unusual experiences. 
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Wednesday 12.19.2018  = 24/6 
The Prince of Heaven number 19, symbolizing the light of the Sun merges with the 
number of Love. 
Love shines on your world and illuminates what it is you need to see in order to begin 
fresh. 
A surge of energy puts your focus on family and expanding your finances. 
You have the confidence to forge new ground – inspired from deep within your heart. 
 
Sun in Sagittarius square Chiron in Pisces 
This is a great time to start therapy if you feel the call to do so. 
Massage is a wonderful way to process the potent healing energy that is calling for you 
to pay attention to unresolved energy. 
Don’t be too hard on yourself. 
Your inner spirituality is awakening and that will require your full attention at this time. 
 
 
 
Thursday 12.20.2018  = 16/7 
See if you can take an early holiday… today requires lots of rest and relaxation. 
Contemplation is a big part of your day. 
You are making deep intuitive connections, which require that you have a day of non-
action. 
Get out in nature if you can, to absorb the sacredness of the Divine. 
Today favors both intimate conversations and alone-time. 
 

Sun trine Uranus 
This transit brings an inclination to change and reform. 
You are making new plans. 
Your love of freedom and your inner independent spirit are ignited. 
You are versatile, inquisitive and open to unique perspectives. 
Your heightened intelligence helps you understand and connect the dots in the 
esoteric sciences, like astrology and numerology. 
 
 
 
 
Friday 12.21.2018  = 17/8 
You have a fun approach today and that instills a lightness of being and confidence. 
The Immortality number 17 merges with the number of Truth, 21 for a powerful 
combination of integrity and courage. 
You are very creative and your self expression expresses itselfwitn lasting results. 
The truth is easily accepted when you tune into what brings you joy. 
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Venus in Scorpio trine Neptune in Pisces 
So romantic! 
Will have a major impact on the Cancer Full Moon tomorrow… 
You feel so artistic and creative. 
Daydream… tune into your imagination today. 
Your love life gets a surge of tenderness – such a sweet lovely energy.  
 
Mercury conjunct Jupiter in Sagittarius 
You can receive good news today! 
Your imagination is enriched as is your ability to follow up on express a wealth of ideas. 
You feel optimistic and enthusiastic. 
 
Sun enters Capricorn (Winter Solstice) 
Capricorn invites you to be self sufficient and self determined. 
This is a silent time of the year, when solitude helps you stay balanced and grounded. 
Your patience and self-discipline are on a high. 
Use this time to be practical and exert your will by furthering your career goals. 
Guard against not showing your feelings or being unexpressive. 
 
 
 
 
Saturday 12.22.2018  = 18/9 
What a beautiful day of Peace and Release. 
Your stability is established through letting go. 
Be patient and take time to rejuvenate your mind, body and Soul. 
Implementation is greatly enhanced when you approach the manifestation from your 
heart. 
 
Full Moon in Cancer at 00° 
Moon at 00°, Sun at 00° Sagittarius! I love this full moon – the final lunation of 2018! 
This is the second of five consecutive full moons at 00°! 
We are all undergoing a major overhaul in some or all areas of our life… 
Lots of excitement, happy surprises and positive change are part of this full moon. 
You can easily shift from frustration or anger to peace and bliss… 
 

• Sun trine Uranus, Moon sextile Uranus  
What a fabulous invitation to follow your instinct and take risks! 
This is a wonderfully stimulating and energizing full moon. 
OPEN UP to your inner GENIUS – it will totally shift you and allow your vibrations to 
shift into a place of non-attachment. 
The Cancer influence (Moon) makes this a very cozy, domestic and personal lunation. 
Take the opportunities that come your way to upgrade in all those areas. 
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Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers you may have been 
seeking for a while. 
Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that connects all the dots for 
you. 
Since full moons awaken our emotions you are more open to sharing feelings with 
loved ones that you may have withheld before now. 
It’s also an ideal time to release habits and old paradigms that you’ve known are not 
working for you anymore – and replace them with your new found wisdom and 
enthusiasm to act on that wisdom 
 

• Venus at 14° Scorpio trine Neptune at 13° Pisces 
Beautiful for romance 
These two planets for their exact trine just one day before this full moon. 
Your love life gets a new surge of positive energy flow 
This is sweet, tender, warm energy – a beautiful, spiritual connection with your lover. 
 

• Sun and Moon form a T-square to Chiron/Mars in Pisces 
Mars/Chiron aspects create a dynamic energy that can facilitate a lot of healing IF you 
don’t use it in an impulsive, aggressive manner. 
Chiron spiritualizes the warrior nature of Mars  - you are becoming a SACRED Warrior. 
You are learning to protect your home, family and live in balance with the Universe. 
This connection with the Cancer full moon gives you the opportunity to change the 
dynamic of aggressive, reactive, unevolved energy into sacred, open-hearted, inspired, 
healing energy. 
Chiron helps you break through to the other side, other dimensions, and Mars’ action-
oriented approach will help you to bypass wanting to avoid transformation on that 
level. 
This T-Square from the Sun and Moon to the Mars/Chiron conjunction activates the 
external and internal dynamics even more! 
 
 
 
 
Sunday 12.23.2018  = 19/10/1 
The Royal Star of the Lion number 23 merges with the Prince of Heaven number 19! 
Courage and Light! 
You feel invincible today. 
Surprises may help you take a new direction. 
A yearning for freedom helps you to take a risk. 
Follow your independent ideas. 
 
Grand Water Trine: Moon trine Venus trine Neptune 
Highly creative and romantic! 
You are in love with love and your imagination flows unimpeded. 
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You feel sensual, passionate and filled with desire. 
Your way of expressing yourself is deep, loving and lively 
Feelings are super sensitive and sweet. 
 
 
 
 
 

December 24 – 31 
 
 
Monday 12.24.2018  = 20/2 
Love and intimacy blend today. 
Compassionate conversations are magnified. 
You have great sensitivity towards others. 
You feel at peace and want to cooperate. 
 
Mercury in Sagittarius square Neptune in Pisces 
Keep your conversations simple. 
Try not to go to deeply into matters of concern – this aspect can bring some confusion 
and illusion, making it challenging to get an important point across. 
Seek out activities and people that uplift and inspire. 
Keep it simple today and breathe deeply. 
 
 
 
Tuesday 12.25.2018  = 21/3 
Take time for rest and relaxation today! 
If you celebrate Christmas, Merry Christmas! 
21 brings lots of joy and 25 is always a deeply spiritual and serene vibration. 
Create some space for imagination and silence. 
Socialize and share your happiness with others. 
 
Moon trine Jupiter / Mercury 
This is such a happy trine!  
You communicate joy, optimism. 
This is so favorable for conversations and stimulating a wealth of ideas. 
You feel good and you want to share that joy. 
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Wednesday 12.26.2018  = 22/4 
The code of 4 and 8 – destiny and fate – is active today. 
Plan and Produce results. 
Create an organization and manifestation map (for next year!). 
Strategize and implement. 
This energy is very grounding and bring security. 
Favors abundance expansion when using a step-by-step process. 
 
Moon trine Uranus 
Your imagination flows today. 
You may have some unusual experiences. 
You yearn for emotional freedom. 
Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored. 
Let your genius express itself. 
 
 
 
Thursday 12.27.2018  = 23/5 
Today you are releasing and shifting gears. 
You can let go of the past and take risks that infuse your future with freedom. 
At the end of 2018 this is a wonderful opportunity to let bygones be bygones and 
embrace the adventure to come. 
 
Moon opposite Neptune 
Your psychic awareness increases today. 
Pay attention to your dreams. 
The energy today is very delicate. 
Mystical experiences are common.  
 
 
 
Friday 12.28.2018  = 24/6 
New beginnings arise from Love – loving your life, loving another. 
Focus on family and how you are here to serve. 
New responsibilities present themselves. 
Original ideas open doors for healing. 
 
Venus in Scorpio sextile Pluto in Capricorn 
Strong feelings of love and passion infuse you today. 
You feel especially attractive and magnetic. 
You can translate this magnetism into attracting abundance. 
You feel sexually activated. 
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All love and romance are intensified. 
Nothing is superficial about this transit. 
Existing partnerships deepen on a profound, spiritual level. 
 
 
 
 
Saturday 12.29.2018  = 25/7 
Step through the 29/11 portal into the Present Moment. 
Be aware of your spiritual connection to Source. 
You are a divine being of Light and Love. 
Your intuitive downloads are heightened now. 
You may need to rest more and seek a serene environment. 
Your introspection and imagination take you to mystical places and generate an 
awakening. 
 
Mars conjunct Chiron in Pisces at 28° 
You embody the sacred warrior energy today. 
Guard against being bull-headed. 
Your energy is highly activated today. 
Open up to your Goddess/God sacred warrior energy.  
 
 
 
Sunday 12.30.2018  = 17/8 
Today you feel the joy of expressing yourself with utmost confidence! 
This joy leaves behind a lasting legacy. 
You are happy to take the lead in your life! 
Adopt a fun, creative approach to the day. 
Believe in yourself and others. 
 
Moon sextile Mercury 
Your mind is activated and feels intuitively engaged. 
News, letters and short trips are favored. 
You are intellectually stimulated. 
It’s a great time to share your emotions. 
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Monday 12.31.2018  = 18/9 
Happy New Year’s Eve!! 
This year the day is TRULY about ENDINGS! 
Number 18/9 invites you to release and rest. 
Let go, forgive, let your past stay in the past. 
Take time to just be still. 
You’ll attune to your inner genius. 
You’ll trust in your inner compass to guide you… 
 
Moon sextile Sun 
What a beautiful way to say goodbye to 2018! 
Moon sextile Sun enhances love and affection. 
You feel nurtured and want to cuddle with your loved ones. 
You feel recognized at SOUL level. 
You just feel good. 
 
 
HAPPY 2019!!! 
 
Love and Blessings, 
Tania 
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Wealth Astro-Numerologist and Psychic Tania 
Gabrielle introduced the merging of two ancient 
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to 
the Western World. 

 
Renowned as a gifted channel, Tania unlocks the 
codes in the stars, names and numbers to 
facilitate wealth and well-being. By decoding any 
person or entity’s birth promise and forecast 
map, Tania guides her clients to claim their true 
destiny and divine mission. Her primary focus is 
on teaching spiritual principles that manifest 
practical, real-life results. 

 
As the founder and creator of Numerology 
Academy™ – the first online certification course 
integrating Astrology and Numerology – Tania 

has taught and certified hundreds of students in 37 countries. 

 
Tania was featured and quoted in The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA To-
day, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence Magazine, 
ESPN.com, Yahoo.com, and US Magazine and interviewed for two documentaries –
 Quantum Communication and The Voice. 

 
Also a gifted composer of classical music, Tania has had her music performed world-
wide in the most prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 

 
On November 6, 2018 Tania launches her book, Ultimate Guide to Numerology: How to 
use your birthday code to manifest money, magic and miracles. 
 
 
http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Blueprints 
 
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 
 
Personal Numerology Blueprint  
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 
 
Your Wealthy Name Code 
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 
 
Your Next 12 Months Forecast 
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 
Readings  
 
Intuitive Counseling Call 
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call  
 
Royal Code Reading™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 

 
 
Trainings  
 
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 
 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/  
 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator/ 

 


